Your
Partner in
Sustainability

We are a recognized member of the Ricoh
Eco Excellence Program
Eco Excellence Program dealers share sustainability values with Ricoh
— and as a recognized member, we are committed to reducing our
own environmental impact and helping customers do the same.
When customers work with us, they can be confident that our team
is prepared to talk about sustainability, educate about best practices
and lead them through the products, services and solutions that have
environmental benefits.
Membership in the Ricoh Eco Excellence Program is awarded only to
dealers that meet key criteria — including the dealer’s track record
of environmental sustainability commitment and ability to provide
customers with education, awareness, program support and guidance.
Whether you have a key target goal for resource reduction or just
want to improve the sustainability of your workplace, we can walk
you through major sustainability improvement areas — including
modernizing printers, printing more efficiently, making use of digital
processes and creating a sustainable workplace.

Why work with a recognized Eco
Excellence Program dealer?
• Work with a partner that is “walking the
walk” themselves
• Participate in learning opportunities
• Discover how best practices can help you
save energy, paper and other resources
• Learn how to reduce your environmental
footprint with hard data
• Recycle consumables easily and responsibly
• Turn your sustainability challenges into
wins

www.ricoh-usa.com

for data and photos, and replace hardcopy
signatures and forms with digital processes.
You can also send and receive faxes without
generating waste with advanced faxing
capabilities that enable communication
between desktop computers, MFPs and
other devices. Our solutions can help you
create an efficient digital workflow that
saves paper, saves energy or both.

We’re ready to partner with you

Modernize printers
Our devices deliver superior energy
performance by utilizing smart technologies
and features. We are a strong supporter of
ENERGY STAR® and strive for “practical”
energy performance to achieve the ENERGY
STAR qualification while maintaining
ease of use. Enjoy built-in advanced
energy management features — such
as Quick Start-Up (QSU) and low Sleep
Mode electricity consumption. Utilize
the Smart Operation Panel with builtin green reporting tools. Our devices
are also listed in the EPEAT® (Electronic
Product Environmental Assessment Tool)
program — a comprehensive environmental
procurement standard (IEEE 1680.2) for
imaging equipment that helps customers
identify greener products through the rating
of various environmental attributes.

Print efficiently
We understand how easy it is for an
unmanaged print fleet to generate
significant waste. Taking control over
your devices and practicing environmental
stewardship can be difficult if you don’t
know exactly where the problems are
— and how to optimize your fleet. Our
print solutions can help you extend
environmentally friendly printing to
everyone, including mobile employees and
guests. Reduce waste caused by printing

mistakes with Secure Document Release.
Increase accountability with User Tracking,
Reporting & Chargeback. We can also show
you how you can leverage energy efficient
MFPs to print from legacy host systems —
as well as how digital proofing can reduce
unnecessary output.

Use digital processes
Our comprehensive technology can help
you go green by going digital — enabling
seamless document conversion, high-quality
image capture, paperless file storage, digital
collaboration and more. A comprehensive
sustainability improvement plan takes into
account many kinds of processes that rely
on paper — giving you the tools to capture,
classify and route various data formats to
where you need them. Replace paper records
with digital files. Use electronic processes

Create a sustainable
workplace
Improving sustainability goes beyond just
your documents and print processes. Our
solutions can help you reduce your overall
environmental impact through changes
in your workplace — from transforming
meeting and conference spaces to reducing
discarded handouts with digital presentation
technology. Reduce the need for print
output with electronic projected visuals and
digital collaboration hardware. Bring people
together with video teleconferencing devices
and reduce a portion of required travel —
and its associated environmental impact.

Improve sustainability with
practical guidance
We understand that planning and taking
steps to become more sustainable may be
unfamiliar and therefore seem challenging.
As an Eco Excellence Program dealer, we are
equipped to help you start or continue in
your efforts to reduce environmental impact.
We can show you just how our portfolio
of products and programs can help you
make your organization more sustainable
across many aspects of your day-to-day
operations — saving both paper and energy.
We can also show you how enhancing
sustainability can be cost-effective and
improve productivity for your organization.
Additional programs and resources include
the Carbon Calculator, Consumables TakeBack Programs, assessments/evaluations of
your current environment and proposals/
recommendations for sustainability
improvement. We are ready to bring our
knowledge and experience to help guide
you and serve as your true partner in
sustainability.
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